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Chapter 1976

At this time, Elaine persuaded: “Oh, Claire, you don’t understand Feng Shui and other
things, so don’t argue Charlie.”

After that, she started to face and said very seriously: “Mom doesn’t expect you to help
Charlie in his career, but Mom will never allow you to hold back his legs! Our family’s
future will be all dependent on Charlie!”

“Mom” Claire was choked by Elaine and was speechless.

She could see that her mother had completely fallen to Charlie, and nothing she says
could be of any use.

So, she sighed helplessly: “Hey, I’m going to the company first”

Elaine hurriedly said: “Claire, why don’t you wait for Mom to finish the present before
leaving?”

Claire shook his head and said, “I’m already very late, everyone is still waiting for me to
hold a summary meeting.”

Elaine said, “That’s OK, then you go first. If there is something good, Mom will take a
picture and send it to you!”

Claire gave a hum, and said to Charlie and Jacob: “Husband, Dad, I’m leaving now.”

Charlie nodded: “Drive slowly on the road and pay attention to safety.”

Claire hurriedly said, “Don’t worry, I will pay attention.”



After Claire drove away, Charlie returned to the villa living room.

At this time, Jacob and Elaine had already taken apart a pile of gift boxes by herself.

Elaine opened a gift box and exclaimed in excitement: “d*mn! It turned out to be a
limited edition Chanel bag!”

Jacob took out a bottle of Moutai. After reading it carefully, he was stunned and said:
“My God, this is a five-star Moutai made in 58! There are very few in stock, and a bottle
appeared at auctions a few years ago. It sold for 2.99 million!”

“What?!” Elaine asked in horror: “A bottle of Moutai, 2.99 million?! Are you crazy?!”

Jacob curled his lips: “Look at you who have never seen the world! The 2.99 million
Maotai scared you like this? I tell you, there is also a kind of Maotai that only has ten
bottles in the country, called Handi Maotai, which is worth thousands of Million each!”

“Handi Maotai?” Elaine frowned and asked, “What do you mean? Moutai dug out from
the dry land?!”

Jacob said contemptuously: “You even went to college because you were Emperor Wu
of the Han Dynasty, not a dry land of arid land!”

Elaine sipped: “Bah! Who do you look down on? It’s obvious that you haven’t said
clearly, so do you know Emperor Wu of Han?”

Jacob immediately retorted: “You definitely don’t know who Emperor Wu of Han is. If
you can tell the name of Emperor Wu of Han today, I will count you as a college
student!”

Elaine was speechless immediately.

She really can’t remember who Emperor Wu of Han is

Seeing her anxious look, Jacob sneered: “What? Can’t remember? Was the university
in vain?”



Elaine said angrily: “Why are you so sepaking much bull$hit? I tell you Jacob, the bottle
of wine in your hand is worth three million, and you absolutely can’t drink it! Save it and
wait for it to appreciate later before selling it!”

Jacob annoyed and said, “This is what someone gave to my son-in-law Charlie. It’s up
to you to tell me? My son-in-law says drink and drink, my son-in-law says sell it, and my
son-in-law says just smash it, and you can only watch it. Leave!”

“You”

Seeing the two arguing again, Charlie shook his head helplessly.

At this time, his mobile phone rang suddenly, and it was Sara who called. So he said to
the couple, “Dad and Mom, I have something to do. I will go back to the room first.”

After finishing talking, he went straight into the elevator without waiting for their
response.

Chapter 1977

Charlie returned to his room and then connected to Sara’s video call and asked her:
“Hey, Sara.”

“Charlie!” In the video, Sara, wearing a nightgown at home, waved at him excitedly.

In the video, Sara has no makeup, and her long black hair is casually draped over her
shoulders. Without the full aura of a top star, she is more like a beautiful girl next door.

At this time, she happily asked: “Charlie, what are you doing?”

Charlie smiled and said, “I’m not busy. Isn’t it the New Year right away? Just prepare
some New Year’s goods at home.”

Sara smiled happily: “Hehe, me too! This year we will return to the old house in Hwai for
the New Year!”



With that, she switched the cameras and took a picture of the surrounding environment.
As expected, she was in the courtyard of the Gu family.

Charlie couldn’t help asking: “Sara, your courtyard is so big, does it seem a little
deserted for a family of three to celebrate the New Year?”

“No!” Sara said with a smile: “This year I will spend the New Year with my second and
third uncles. There are three big families in total, which is quite lively.”

Charlie nodded, thinking of her second and third uncles, and couldn’t help but ask:
“Sara, your second and third uncles, how are you doing lately? Didn’t you make any
trouble with your family?”

Sara hurriedly said, “No, no! My second uncle and third uncle have a good attitude
these days. I ran home every three days, and every time I went, I brought big and small
bags of various gifts!”

“Oh, by the way, this year I will go back to my old house for the New Year. The two of
them proposed to my dad. They said that the family hadn’t been together for a long time
for a lively New Year. So they wanted to get together for a while, dad agreed.”

Charlie knew that Sara’s second Uncle Yanzheng and third Uncle Yangang, as well as
their sons, are still in a state of infertility. During this period of time, you can guess that
they must be very honest.

After all, they still hope to please Philip’s family and get their forgiveness.

Before, they had signed an agreement with Philip, and everything in the future will only
be in the hands of Philip, so now they can’t make any more storms.

So Charlie said with satisfaction: “That’s good, if your two uncles are still unruly, you
must tell me the first time.”

Sara nodded quickly and said, “Charlie, wait a moment, I’ll go to my parents’ room, they
have something to tell you too!”

Charlie hurriedly asked: “You wear more clothes, this dress looks like you wear it in
summer, don’t freeze.”



Sara said with a sweet smile: “I won’t freeze, because the entire courtyard is covered
with floor heating, and the heat is sufficient. The room has always been around 28
degrees.”

Charlie was relieved now.

In his mind, Sara is not so much a fiancee who has a marriage contract and a parental
matchmaker’s agreement, but a little sister who has been by his side since childhood.

Therefore, Charlie also cared very much about her.

In the video, Sara trot all the way, through the huge hall, to the room of Philip and
Lenan.

Philip was drinking tea and reading at his desk at this time. Lenan burned a small
furnace of sandalwood and brought the incense burner to Philip’s desk. Seeing Sara
rushing in at this time, he hurriedly said: “Sara, you be careful, don’t fall!”

Sara said excitedly: “Mom, I’m videoing with Charlie!”

When Philip heard the word Charlie, he immediately put down the book in his hand, and
asked excitedly: “Are you videoing with Charlie? Hurry up, let me talk to him!”

Sara quickly placed the phone on the desk, with the camera and screen facing Philip.

Philip’s complexion was very good at this time, and his whole state was very young.
Seeing Charlie in the video, he immediately smiled and said, “Charlie! How are you in
Aurous Hill recently?”

Chapter 1978

Charlie smiled and said, “Looking back at Uncle, everything is fine, how are you and
Aunt Lenan?”

“Okay! We are fine!” Philip nodded repeatedly. At this time, Lenan stood beside him,
looked at Charlie on the screen, and said with a smile: “Charlie, when will you come to
Eastcliff for a few days? Uncle has been thinking of you especially recently. Basically, I
have to listen about you several times a day, and my ears are about to grow cocoons.”



Charlie smiled and said, “Uncle and Auntie, when I finish my work, I will make time to
visit Eastcliff to see you two.”

Standing on the other side of Philip, Sara murmured dissatisfiedly: “What do you mean
by seeing them, then what should I do? You don’t have to see me?”

Charlie hurriedly smiled and said, “Of course I have to meet you as well. I made a
mistake. I have time to see you, Uncle and Auntie! Are you satisfied now?”

Sara hummed triumphantly: “This is pretty much better!”

At this time, Philip said: “By the way, Charlie, I heard that Cynthia came to Aurous Hill?”

“Yes.” Charlie smiled slightly: “Uncle, have you heard about it?”

Philip smiled and said, “Your grandpa called me this morning and told me about you and
Cynthia.”

Charlie asked in surprise: “He knows that I have met you?”

Philip shook his head: “He didn’t know yet, so he thought I hadn’t received your
message yet, so he told me about you.”

Charlie asked puzzledly: “Why does he want to tell you these things?”

Philip smiled and said, “I see what he meant, mainly because he wanted to tell me your
news, and then asked me if I was still willing to fulfill the promise I made with your dad
and let you get married with my daughter.”

Charlie couldn’t help but feel embarrassed.

It seemed that Grandpa meant that he still wanted to get himself back to the Wade
family, and then let himself go to marry Sara.

At this time, Philip also saw Charlie’s embarrassment and hurriedly said: “Charlie, don’t
put any pressure on this matter. I just told your grandfather that I am willing to fulfill my
promise, but I also said that in this matter the opinion of children must be respected.”



After speaking, Philip said again: “Charlie, you still come at your own pace. Since I said,
our family waited for you for many years and we must wait for you for more.”

Charlie nodded lightly and said: “Uncle, thank you for your understanding.”

Philip waved his hand and said, “Uncle’s life is yours. You don’t have to be so polite with
me.”

Immediately, Philip said again: “Oh, yes, your grandfather asked me to persuade you,
after all, you and Miss Cynthia are all in the same family. Don’t be so angry, let alone
hurt your peace.”

Charlie said: “Uncle, my aunt is too domineering, and my grandfather doesn’t give her
the necessary restraint. When she arrived in Aurous Hill, she drank and arrogated me,
and went to Mother-in-law to gossip. , She is really too arrogant.”

Philip nodded and said, “Miss Cynthia is in Eastcliff. That is notoriously difficult to deal
with. I didn’t expect that going to Aurous Hill would let you get cured.”

Charlie said indifferently: “If she is not too much, I don’t want to be familiar with her.”

Philip smiled slightly and said, “Your grandfather still wants me to persuade you. If you
have time, go back to Wade’s house. This year’s Spring Festival is over. After the
Lantern Festival, it’s almost March. He hopes you will save energy. Come back, join him
in the ancestor worship ceremony held by the Wade family in Waderest Mountain.”

Charlie asked in surprise, “Holding an ancestor worship ceremony?”

“Yes.” Philip said: “Your Wade family originally held an ancestor worship ceremony once
in twelve years. It happened to be this year, and Waderest Mountain was developed for
more than three years. The construction was just completed last spring. Wade family
moved to the ancestral tomb in the fall. So this year’s Qingming Festival is also the first
Qingming Festival when Waderest’s tomb was moved to Waderest Mountain.”

“So your grandfather wants to hold a grand ceremony for ancestor worship. At that time,
not only your Wade, but also dozens of Wade branches across the country will also go
to participate. You are the grandson of the Wade family, and he hopes you can be there,
and formally pay homage to your parents by the way.”



Chapter 1979

The Wade Family’s ancestor worship is the most grand family ceremony in the entire
Wade Family.

Large families value ancestor worship, especially large families with a long history like
the Wade family, which have a profound history and many branches, and they attach
great importance to ancestor worship ceremony.

In fact, many wealthy families really want to engage in special ancestor worship
ceremonies, but the real ancestor worship ceremonies are definitely not something
ordinary families can do.

Some nouveau riche families want to hold an ancestor worship ceremony but can’t hold
up this stage.

Because these people’s ancestors may have buried the ancestors of the last three or
four generations in total, and when it comes to their identities, they may all be farmers in
the previous generations. There is no tall story to tell for future generations.

Although the peasant class is also very worthy of respect, but in these upper-class
societies, the ancestors did not have a strong enough identity background, and it is
indeed somewhat ineffective.

Especially in the upper class of Eastcliff.

In addition to comparing money and power, it is the family origin and heritage.

In Eastcliff, there were many elders and children who were in power during the Manchu
and Qing dynasties. When the ancestors of these families were in the Qing dynasty,
they were all nobles. It was not which elder brother, which Gege, and even the first-rate
elders in the dynasty was a member.

Such a family has a strong foundation. When the ancestor worship ceremony, if you
take out two or three ancestors’ deeds and read it out, you can immediately give people
a feeling of bullying.



The ancestors of the Wade family were also imperial officials. The ordinary family and
the ancestors of the ancestors could not wait to build an ancestral hall for this ancestor
in his hometown. However, the Wade family, the ancestors of the ancestors were
awarded hundreds of scholars and ten of the champions. The top three, including the
champion, made a total of 31.

With a history of nearly 300 years in the Qing Dynasty, there were 112 examinations in
the imperial ways.

In these nearly three hundred years, a total of more than 20,000 scholars and 114
champions were awarded.

The great Wade family accounted for nearly one-tenth, which was an extremely
remarkable achievement.

It is precisely because of the talents of the ancestors that the Wade family can continue
to exist for hundreds of years, and it has always been quite strong. Even in the era of
war, it was at least a formidable one.

The Wade family has opened branches and leaves for so many years. There are at
least tens of thousands of Wade family descendants all over the world, and a
considerable number of them have gone overseas.

Their ancestors, going back hundreds of years, are the ancestors of the Wade family.

It’s just that in ancient times, the eldest son inherited the mantle, and the other sons and
daughters had to separate their families. Therefore, more and more Wade family
members were reduced to collateral families, leaving only the descendant line as the
real suzerain family.

It’s like Charlie’s father has three brothers. According to the ancient rules, after Charlie’s
father’s death, the three sons of the Wade family will be separated. By then, the eldest
son, Andrew, will inherit most of the family business and residence.

The second and third sons should leave the original Wade family mansion with their
family members after three years of filial piety for their father, and start another family by
themselves.



In this way, the second son and third son’s two families became Wade family’s collateral
family.

At this time, the two collateral families were still relatively close to the suzerain family.
After all, the second, third, and eldest brothers were still the brothers of the main one.

But by the time of Charlie’s generation, it was Charlie’s cousin who inherited the mantle
of the suzerain family, so the relationship between the two collateral families and the
suzerain family is separated by another generation.

By the time of the third and fourth generations, these two collateral families have also
derived several more detailed collateral families, so they are farther away from the
suzerain family.

If it lasts for five or six generations, the span may have been more than 100 years.

At that time, they probably don’t know each other at all, and they could only find the
names of descendants of other collateral families on the genealogy.

Chapter 1980

Therefore, as the suzerain family, it is necessary to use the ceremony of worshipping
the ancestors to gather people from the collateral family at regular intervals.

After you get to know and get acquainted with each other, and after worshipping the
common ancestor together, the connection between bloodlines will be strengthened.

This is also a necessary way for large families to maintain their strength.

Therefore, the Wade family not only holds an ancestor worship ceremony every twelve
years, but also revises the entire Wade family’s genealogy at the ancestor worship
ceremony.

Between these twelve year and the last twelve years, each family will have a new heir
born, an older generation will die, and young adults will marry.

Therefore, every twelve years, countless branches of the Wade family report the
population changes of their family over the past twelve years to the suzerain family.



At that time, the suzerain family will select a respected Old Master to personally renew
the genealogy, and write down the names and deeds of these people one by one.

The existing Wade family tree records the names of millions of Wade family
descendants, as well as the names of millions of their spouses, such as Wade family’s
son XX, whose daughter XX was married, or the Wade family daughter married to
whose son so so and so on.

Each revision of the genealogy is also very grand.

The female parent of the genealogy is stored in a safe with constant temperature and
humidity, and is invited out by the descendants of the Wade family every time the
ancestor worships.

They come out and after the worship, they must immediately and respectfully invite the
mother back.

Later, renew the new genealogy.

After the renewal of the new genealogy is completed, grandly invite the new genealogy
back, and keep it together with the countless parents.

All the Wade family members regard the genealogy as a family sacred object, sacred
and inviolable.

The suzerain family is the only family that has the right to retain the genealogy.
Therefore, every time a collateral family comes to worship the ancestors, in addition to
three bows and nine worships to the genealogy, it will also have a natural sense of
belonging to the suzerain family.

This is like the ancient emperor and ministers, through cumbersome etiquette, rituals,
and strict rules and inheritance, to strengthen the Director’s mind, the idea of   loyalty to
the emperor is essential.

This is also a great support for the suzerain family to let the collateral family bow their
heads.

However, Charlie has no impression of Wade Family’s ancestor worship ceremony.



The last ancestor worship ceremony was twelve years ago, when he was still in Aurous
Hill Welfare Institute;

The last ancestor worship ceremony was twenty-four years ago. At that time, he was
too young, so young that he has no memory of this incident.

However, although he can no longer find the memory of the ancestor worship ceremony
24 years ago, he is still very clear about the Wade Family’s ancestor worship ceremony.
The grandest worship ceremony for parents.

Therefore, he couldn’t help but look forward to it.

He wasn’t expecting to pay homage to the ancestors of the Wade family. He just
expected to pay respect to his parents in a respectable, upright, grand, and pompous
manner.

The last time he followed Philip to worship his parents, he had to pretend to be Philip’s
driver, and he failed to walk to his parents’ grave with his true identity and kowtow. This
has always been a regret in his mind.

So he said to Philip: “Uncle, please tell my grandfather that I will come to the ancestor
worship ceremony at Qingming Festival!”


